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INTRODUCTION

I.
The coupling
to an in-flight

of electromagnetic
missile

the EMP hardening

was first

pulse
considered

of the Minuteman missile

renewed as a result

of the

MX

missile

EM coupling

tests

A basic
electromagnetic

hardware

for

considering

configuration

of the same missile

sitting

by a nuclear

burst

in the early sixties
as part
Interest
has recently
system.

of
been

have thus been carried out over
coupling studies have been per-

and ground-based

have been done on a missile

reason

generated

program.

Numerous in-flight
coupling calculations
the past 15 years, and various experimental
formed using missile

fields

in-flight

of an in-flight
on the ground.

EMP simulators.
while

it

tests

is that

missile

However, no

was actually

the fundamental

is different

The most dramatic

flying.

than that

difference

is

the existence of a long, conducting rocket exhaust plume when the missile
is
in-flight.
This plume can greatly
affect
the electrical
length of the missile
and will enhance the low frequency coupling.
Besides the plume, there may also
be electromagnetic
differences
due to the motion of the missile.
These might
include shock wave ionization
of the ambient air and shielding
degradation
due
to missile vibration.
Estimates of how much such phenomena affect
electromagnetic coupling have been made theoretically
examining a few of the phenomena separately,
the overall
response is presently
lacking.

and a few tests have been performed
but experimental
verification
of

The purpose of this report is thus to present the results
of a brief,
preliminary
investigation
of possible
in-flight
electromagnetic
coupling tests.
Variousrationalesfor
such tests will be discussed first.
This is followed by
a categorization
of possible tests,
both in terms of flight
vehicles and source/
This is followed by a summary of background information
colsensor location.
lected under this effort
and technical
discussions
of experimental
options.
As this effort
involved a survey of existing
technology
in the plume phenomenology and missile
testing
areas, a bibliography
is given in Section VI to indicate the sources employed here.

.

II.
1.

.

.

POSSIBLE UTIONALES FOR AN IN-FLIGHT EM TEST

PLUME RELATED RATIONALE

the existence of a long rocket exhause plume,
As mentioned previously,
greatly affect
made up of hot, conducting gases, can, at least theoretically,
the basic electromagnetic
configuration
of an in-flight
missile.
In particular,
external EM coupling to the missile may be severely modified by the plume (although the effect of a plume on missile survivability
depends upon specific
design details,
such as the amount of EM shielding).

tant

Various plume parameters have been identified
as being potentially
to EM coupling.
These include:
1) plume length and cross-section;

electron

density;

3)

effective

between the plume and conductors
ies have been carried
meters,
cally

but experimental

conductivity

(impedance);
and 4) connectivity
A number of theoretical
studon the missile.

out to investigate
data for

impor2)

the relative

confirming

various

importance

of such para-

plume models is practi-

nonexistent.

One reason for an in-flight
missile test is thus to try to directly
measure the actual plume parameters of interest.
A direct measurement of parame
eterssuch
asthe electron
density at a number of locations
within the plume
would be very difficult
experimentally,
however.
(Measuring the overall
effect
of the plume would be easier).
One also has the question of why an in-flight
missile test is required
to investigate
plume parameters.
With regards to this last question,
it has been suggested that static
rocket tests might be a much better way to study plume parameters.
Obviously,
many experimental
problems would be alleviated
if the test object were not
moving through the air with supersonic velocity.
However, various theoretical
plume models indicate
that the basic plume behavior is a strong function
of
missile velocity.
For example, turbulent
mixing at the boundary between the
moving plume and the surrounding
air is thought to be a prime factor in determining plume electron density.
Also, plume lengths are apparently
quite long
at higher altitudes
and pressure chambers large enough for investigating
such
effects are not available.
It thus appears that static plume tests cannot provide valid measurements of plume parameters for a rapidly moving, high-altitude
missile.
4

.

Because plume parameters
missile,

one can consider

than the actual

are difficult

to directly

measure on an in-flight

measuring

the "effects"
of such parameters rather
curIn this case, one might measure the resulting

parameters.

rent along one part of the missile
as a result of some electromagnetic
excitation.
The response as a function
of frequency would depend upon such plume
parameters as conductivity,
plume length, and plume connection to the rocket
nozzle.
Such plume effects
flight

missile

sults

could

models.

tests

would be relatively

(compared to direct

plume parameter

be used to check the predictions

Such tests

easy to perform

would thus primarily

measurements),

of existing

on an inand the re-

plume/EM coupling

serve as analysis

verification

exper-

ments.
It
tions.

should

be noted that

For example,

dictions,
Differences

it

if

analysis

experimental

results

may be very difficult
might

verification

have certain

do not agree with

to determine

be due to either

tests
the actual

plume length,

theoretical

effects

conductivity,

limitapre-

of interest.

or connectivity

and effects measurements may be incapable of distinguishing
which phenomena
caused a given response.
Similarly,
a theorectical
model may be incorrect
and
still
give answers close to those measured under some circumstances.
The results of analysis verification
tests must thus be carefully
interpreted,
and
such tests
til results
2.

must often
agree.

be iterated

along with

theoretical

model development

un-

EM SllIELDING RATIONALE

Any missile designed to survive nuclear electromagnetic
effects
will have
a variety
of hardening features.
A key hardening feature expected in most cases
is an electromagnetic
shield surrounding
all sensitive
electronic
hardware.
No
electromagnetic
shield is perfect,
however, but various apertures,
cracks, and
imperfectly

sealed

joints

are usually

the dominant

source

of leaks

in shielding

systems.
It is known that shielding
effectiveness
can degrade as a result of bending
and vibration.
Ground based shielding
effectiveness
tests can examine such degradation
to some degree, but such ground tests cannot duplicate
all of the mechanical stresses that might be applied to an in-flight
missile.
One thus reaches

5

.

the conclusion

that

an inflight

formance of EM shielding
3.

test

on an actual

might be needed to evaluate

the per-

missile.

OTHER RATIONALES
Other related

reasons might be given

for

an inflight

missile

test.

For example,

the goal might be to acquire data for use in guiding ground(A plume effects
tests might be used to help design a
level EMP tests.
plume simulator
for a ground-*based EMP test in the ARES simulator.)
On
the other
specific

hand, the goal might be system-specific,
hardness

features

(e.g.,

shielding)

6

such as validation

of an inflight

MX missile.

of

.

.

III.

0

1.

TYPES OF IN-FLIGHT TESTS

SOURCE/SENSORLOCATIONS
One method of characterizing

tests

various

is in terms of the locations

the source and any sensors
ground with

the resulting

of these concepts
A.

will

types of in-flight

of the EM source

can be located
matrix

either

of experiment

be briefly

electromagnetic
Both
and the EM sensors.

on the missile
concepts

or on the

shown in Table

1.

Each

discussed.

Source on Ground/Sensors

on Ground

The idea of having both the EM source and the sensors on the ground
greatly
simplifies
experimental
problems because no additional
equipment need
be installed
making radar

on the missile.
This concept, however, is basically
cross-section
measurements of an in-flight
missile.

of such data already

exists

(see Section

IV and Appendix

A.)

already some information
on the effective
electrical
length
frequencies,
and more will be generated during future flight
A major problem
missile

such techniques,

information

however, is that
The plume itself

There is thus
of plumes at radar
tests.
little,
tends

if

any,
to dominate

is obtained.
Plume connection and missile response is thus not
the radar cross-section.
Some additional
study of existing
data might be useful,
directly
measurable.
but further
work on this concept would probably be of only limited
value.
B.

coupling

with

just one of
A great deal

Source on Missile/Sensors

Another

on Ground

means of investigating

the electromagnetic

missile
is to install
a source on the missile,
for
on conducting surfaces and measuring the resulting
locations

on the gorund.

This

source-on-missile

features

example,
radiated
with

of an in-flight

exciting
currents
fields
at various

measurements-on-ground

experiment can be compared to the threat condition
of an incident
EMP
inducing missile
currents
and voltages by the use of reciprocity
concepts.
One
could use pulse techniques,
but a stepped CW source would probably give better
sensitivity.
Existing
narrow-band ground antennas might
then be used to monitor
various frequency regions.
This source-on-missile,
receiver-on-ground
approach has several conceptual
advantages.
First of all, the need for sensitive
missile
instrumentation
and
telemetry
links is eliminated.
Secondly, one may be able to use existing
large

7

TABLE 1.

EXPERWNT CONCEPTS

MISSILE
EXCITE CURREHTS
MISSILE

MISSILE

ON THE

MEASURE RESPONSES
MISSILE

ON THE

USE TELEElETRY OR RECOVERABLE
DATA PACKAGE

l

i
I
RADAR CROSS-SECT
,MEASUREM”NTS

RADAR EXCITATICN
MEASURE RESPONSES
MISSILE

MEASURE “ANTENNAll
ON THE GROUND

ON THE

USE TELEMETRY OR RECOVERA9LE
DATA PACKAGE

G!?OUND

; EXCITE CURRENTS
MISSILE
I

ground antennas
several
a

measuring

disadvantages,

large

the radiated

on the missile

and how to interpret

us something

for

The approach

the problems

the radiated
of the in-flight

also has

of how to drive

signal

these measured signals

about the EM features

Consider first
The radiated
data.

signal.

These include

however.

enough current

on the ground,
tells

for

*

to be measured

in a manner that
missile.

the second problem of how to interpret
measured ground
signal will depend not only on the missile details,
but

also on the rocket exhaust plume.
The conductivity
profiles
of such plumes
are not well established,
although several calculational
plume models have
been considered over the past few years.
Deducing plume electrical
parameters
solely

from ground measured data is expected

sible

(e.g.,

identical

different

radiated

combinations

waveforms).

It

of plume parameters
would thus appear that

do is to compare the measured data with
models.

If

the results

agree with

to be very difficult,

that

predicted,

predictions,

if

may result

not impos-

in almost

the best one might
using

various

plume

one has more confidence

in the

models, but there is no guarantee that the assumed plume parameters are the
actual ones.
(In other words, the measured output of this experiment may not
be very

sensitive

Another

to plume details.)

potential

problem

is the source

level

needed for

measurable

sig-

nals.
Crude estimates of required
signal levels can be obtained by modeling
the missile and plume as a simple center-fed
dipole antenna.
An expression
for the radiated power, Pr, far from an electrically
short dipole antenna is
watts

'r

m*

where

n = JgT

= 120n ohms

k = w/c = wave number
h=

total

dipole

IO= peak current
r = distance
8=

and it

polar

length
on dipole

to observer

angle with

is assumed that

respect

kh <e 1.

to the dipole

axis

.

.

Note that
indicates

the angular,dependence

that

of the radiated

power (the

we need to know the angle between the missile

ground antenna

fairly

accurately.

upon plume conductivity

while

Also,

the peak current,

the antenna

length,

.

sin20 term)

axis

and the

IO, will

h, is a function

.

depend
of plume

0

length.
As an example,

let

IO = 1 amp, kh = 0.1, and r = 20 km. For 0 = 90°,
-11
This corresponds
watts/m*.
the radiated power is calculated
to be 3 x 10
-4
v/m, using
to a radiated
electric
field of only about 10

One would thus need a current
ground of 1 v/m.
The situation
dipole,

is slightly

where X = h/2
Pr = 1!51*
2.

of lo4 amps to get an incident

better

at higher

(h being the total

dipole

frequencies.
length),

field

on the

For a half-wave

the radiated

power is

(cos~~q-~cos~li’ way

nr
For r = 20 km, IO= 1 amp, and 0 = 90°, one gets Pr = 1.2 x 10 -8 watts/m*.
This corresponds to a field of 2.1 x 10 -3 v/m for each amp of current on the
dipole.
In either
unless

very

of the above cases , power levels at the ground are quite
large currents are induced on the in-flight
missile.

small

It

should be noted that there may be a number of problems involved in
trying to drive large skin currents on an in-flight
missile.
First of all,
there are practical
safety and EM1 considerations
that depend upon the specific
missile being used for any test.
More general considerations,
however, include
the problem of how to excite skin currents without degrading missile flight
performance,
From an electromagnetic
point-of-view,
the missile would be to create a gap in its

the most desirable
conducting surface

voltage source across the gap (see Figure 1A).
in missile design, however, since no conductors
eral,

then,

this

approach

is not feasible

since

10

way to drive
and attach a

This involves a basic change
can traverse
the gap. In genit would require a complete

l -

SURFACE

Figure

IA.

Voltage

Gap Drive

CONDUCTING
SURFACE

-

INVERSE

CURRENT
PROBE

Figure

18.

Inverse

current

probe drive

11

. . change in the missile

design

(i.e.,

missile

electronics

on each side of the

gap would be required to operate without a conducting
link).
ably only be carried out with a missile
specifically
designed

It could probfor such a test.

0

Another concept, which would have less impact on missile design and operis to drive skin currents with an inverse current probe.
This idea is
ation,
illustrated

in Figure

lB,

where the inverse

current

probe is placed near the

base of the missile
(surrounding
the nozzle) and recessed to minimize
aerodynamic interference.
With this drive,
a voltage is impressed across the

I

conductors
gap of the annular probe, and missile
ture.
Similar probes have been designed, built,
EMP response of missiles
in simulators.

I

it

run through the center
and used for measuring

The problem with using such a current probe in an inverse fashion
is a very inefficient
coupler.
Any voltage source connected across

aperthe

is that
the

gap will have to supply very large currents
(because the interior
conductors
tend to short out the gap).
The ultimate
result
of this drive inefficiency
is that large power sources will be required to excite large missile currents.
The problem can be alleviated
somewhat, of course, by specially
designed
couplers,
but details
still
need to be resolved.
Source on Ground/Sensors

C.

on Missile

This approach is the inverse of the one just discussed.
It has the conceptual advantage that it resembles the high-altitude
EW excitation
where
the EM driver
need to carry
transmitters

is created far from the missile.
One also does not have the
a large power source on the missile,
while large ground-based
are certainly

feasible

as are existing

radar

antennas.

In this

case, the missile and its plume become the receiving
antenna.
Sensitive
receiving
equipment must thus be installed
on the missile
and measured responses must either be recorded (and recovered)
or sent back to ground
via telemetry.
As in the previous case, missile
location
and orientation
with.
respect to the ground-based source must be accurately
known in order to interpret results.
Atmospheric attenuations
or dispersion
(e.g., by the ionosphere
for high-altitude
missiles)
may also cause data interpretation
problems.
D.

Source on Missile/Sensors

on Missile

In this configuration,
both the EM source and the response sensors are
mounted on the in-flight
missile.
One thus has the previously
discussed

12
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problem

of driving

currents
source.

currents

but the need for

on the missile,

very

large

is now lessened as response measurements can be made quite near the
Problems of knowing the missile orientation
and location
are thus

eliminated,
other

large

but the amount of on-board

experimental

is larger

than for

the

options.

Measurements to be made for this
For other
than previously
discussed.
such parameters

instrumentation

as the radar

test configuration
are also different
source/sensor
locations,
one measures

cross-section

and the radiated

or received

power.

In this case, one can measure the current or charge distribution
resulting
or one could measure the resulting
current for
from a given excitation
point,
a given voltage driver.
(This last configuration
could give a direct measurement of plume impedance that might be used to guide ground-based EMP tests.)
One could also place sensors both inside and outside any EM shields on the
missile
that

to get some indication

one could

on the ground,
and difficult
2.

conceptually
but signal
to accurately

of in-flight
make all

levels

these

shielding

same measurements

on the missile

measure (especially

with

would probably
for

Note

effectiveness.
the

be quite

measurements

inside

source

small
shields).

TYPES OF FLIGHT VEHICLES

Another means of characterizing
in-flight
EM experiments is in terms of
the type of flight
vehicle to be used,
For example, one might consider a relatively
simple add-on to existing
research flight
tests.
Examples might include
the Scout missile which is periodically
launched by NASA for research purposes
or DNA missile
launches used primarily
for studying upper atmospheric air chemistry.
More complex experiments could be carried out with a missile
purchased for and fully
dedicated to an in-flight
electromagnetic

especially
coupling

test.
The problem, of course, is that such a fully
dedicated missile test
would be fairly
expensive, even if a readily
available
sounding rocket and
telemetry
package were used.
(Rocket and telemetry
costs alone would probably
be in the $200-$300K range).
Finally,
one could consider making measurements during operational
flight
development tests of a military
missile of interest,
such as the MX. Such
tests would be of great potential
interest,
since they might provide information
directly
applicable
to the EM survivability
of a military
system; however, the amount of instrumentation
missile test may be quite limited

that might be added to such an operational
due to its impact on missile performance.
13

IV.
1.

PERSONSCONTACTED
A number of persons

collect

information

BACKGROUND
INFORMATION

at various

agencies

on plume phenomenology,

were contacted
on missile

on experiments,
and on the general problems of in-flight
partial
list of contact is shown in Table 2.
2.

in the attempt

availability

to

for

add-

experimentation.

A

0

PREVIOUS STUDIES OF INTEREST

As mentioned previously,
radar cross-sections
of missiles
and their associated plumes have been measured in the past for a number of in-flight
missiles.
SRI International
has been involved in such radar cross-section
measurements
since 1959. Appendix A contains a brief description
of SRI's experience over
the years and a 1,ist of associated references.
A future effort
might examine
the details
of this past work to see if it might be useful for helping to understand plume effects
on EMP coupling.
3.

ON-GOING WORK

Although no directly
studies were discovered,
of great

interest

applicable
on-going missile
EM coupling experimental
it was determined that plume effects
in general are

to numerous other

government

agencies

and organizations.

In

particular,a
Joint Army-Navy-NASA-Air Force (JANNAF) Exhaust Plume Technology
Subcommittee exists for coordinating
research on various aspects of plume effects.
An annual report which describes this committee and its work is attached
in Appendix B.
As

indicated

in Appendix

B, plume studies

places.
Personnel
describing
various

are going on in a variety

of

at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratories
were quite helpful
in
efforts.
Their research is primarily
involved with plume
contamination
effects,
and they have several space shuttle
experiments planned
to study such phenomena.

14
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TABLE 2.

IN-FLIGHT MISSILE COWLING EXPERIMENT CONTACTS(JuLY - DECEMBER

Place

Name

Phone

AEDC

Herman Scott

(615) 455-2611
x 7834

AFGL

McIntyre

(617) 861-3637

Aeronautical
Research
Associates of Princeton

H.S. Pergament

China Lake

Andy Victor

Edwards (RPL)

Al Kawasaki

Edwards (RPL)

Dan Stuart

(805) 277-5623

Edwards (RPL)

David Mann

(805) 277-5240

Johns Hopkins Univ.
(Applied Physics Lab)

Ted Gilleland

JPL

Frank Bouquet

(213) 354-4321
x 4031

JPL

Carl Maag

(213) 354-4321
x 6453

JPL

Lou Molanary

(213) 354-4321
x 4515

(714) 939-3134

TABLE 2.

(CONCLUDED)

Place

Name

NASA/Marshall

Terry

SAMSO/LA

Major Sumondi

(2133 643-0093

White Sands

John Morgan

(505) 678-3348

White Sands

Maj. Jim Parks

(505) 678-1251

White Sands

Bill

(505) 675-1245

White Sands

Frank McKenna

Phone
Greenwood

Hansen

--

(505) 678-1156

V. RECOMMENDATIONS
AND CONCLUSIONS
After

considering

the various

missile

EM coupling

missile

would be the most desirable

experiment

experiment

options,

has the advantage

pursued.

For example,

with
that

it

appears

that

an in-flight

both the source and the sensors
of the tests
several

considered.

objectives

This

on the
type of

can be simultaneously

one can measure plume impedance, external
current/
and shielding
effectiveness,
in addition
to checking

charge distributions,
various coupling models.

Such tests would probably be most meaningful
if they could be done as
part of the MX missile
flight
program.
In order to gain experience,
however,
it is recommended that any in&flight
tests first
be attempted as add-on experiments

to research

is not great.
missiles

rocket

launches

Once experimental

can be designed

not be greatly

where the impact
experience

of added instrumentation

is gained,

with

higher

confidence

that

test

data would be useful

tests
missile

on operational
operation

will

perturbed.

Note that

in-flight

and interesting,

but obtaining

such data is expected to be neither
easy nor inexpensive.
The need for such
tests must therefore
be carefully
evaluated and compared to other research
programs

of

interest

since

both

time

and money are
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always

limited.
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II

EXPERIENCE AND BACKGROUKD

In 1959 SRI designed
and conducted
an experimental
program to
measure the radar cross sections
of missiles
and their
associated
These early
plumes as a function
of frequency
and aspect angle.'-Is
mcasurcments
on the Eastern
Test Range were extremely
successful
in
idcnlifying
1rcquency
and aspect-angle
sensitivity
of missile
plumes.
In scvcrnl
ways the Lcchnical
problems
were nmrc complex than those
cnvlsioncd
I'or the cxpcrimcnts
now being planned
by the Air Force.
the previous
measurement
program took place at the Eastern
For cxnmplc.
Test R;lng:c (ETR) so that all
the missile
trajectories
wcrc directed
In
order
to
obLain
a wide range
over water immediately
after
liftoff.
of viewing
aspect angles and at the same time full
coverage of the nltiSRI fully
instrumented
tudc range of interest
(sea level
to 600 kft),
A wide variety
and operated
a ship with multifrequency
radar equipment.
from the solid-fueled
Polaris
and
of missiles
were observed --everything
hlinutemcn
to the liquid-fueled
Titans
and Atlases--so
that from one
different
flight
launch to the nexL, one had to contend with greatly
This required
careful
experimental
planparamtitcrs
and trajectories.
ning in order
to'mnximize
the information
obtained
on each launch.
The
l'rcquvncic6
used in those tests
were lower
(10 to 370 MHz) than the
L'rcqrrcncics
spccil'icd
I‘or the presently
planned cxperimcnt
(1 to 10 GHz).
The calibration
of radars
at the lower frequencies--especially
10 to
50 MHz--is
difficult.
Antenna patterns
cannot be measured on antenna
cnlibrntion
ranges
but mustinsteadbe
Mflown"
by aircraft
towing radio
bc:lcolls.
Sphere-drop
calibration
tests
that are quite
routine
in the

21

are difficult
in the MHz range due to the much larger
spheres
Additional
complexities
resulted
from the
needed in the latter
case.
variation
of the plume radar cross section
at high altitudes
(over 300 kft)
These
as a function
of the time of day and the state of the Ionosphere.
difficulties
were successfully
overcome by the suitable
design of the
exper fmen t’al program.
Mz

range

In 1964-65 SRI designed what was known as the ETR Mls~ilc
PhcnoARPA) in its coordinnmcnology Program. 23-25 and aided DARPA (Formerly
The objcctlvcs
ol’ Lhc
and collntrd
the data from the cxpcrimcnt.
tion.
proK:ronl
WCIV to Cost Chc validity
ol’ scvcral
dil’icrcnt
clcctrlcnl
:Ind
scattering
models of m issile
plumes and to provide
inrormntlon
for the
The ETR program involved
design of operational
m ilitary
systems.
simultaneous
measurements
of m issiles
and their
plumes by a number of
The equipment
included
different
contractors
and government agencies.
both pulse and CW at a variety
of frequencies
(10 to 64 MHz).
The
measurements were made using both monostatic
(transmitter
and receiver
collocated)
and bistatic
(transmitter
and receiver
separated)
geometries
from a number of different
sites.
The objectives
of the program were
successfully
accomplished.
Plasma diagnostic
techniques
have been used at SRI for over 15
Radar-beam electron
density
measurements
in rocket
exhaust gases
years.
were developed
for the Air Force Western Development
Division.
Mcasuremcnts have been made in rocket
exhausts
for the Polaris,
Atlas,
and
M inutemnn m issiles.
Since 1965 SRI, under Project
RONDO, has designed and directed
several
experiments
related
to testing
the validity
of models of radar
Although
differences
exist
between
scattering
from reentry
wakes.28
radar scattering
from m issile
plumes and reentry
wakes, the theory of
scattering
from a turbulent
plasma is applicable
to both.
As part of the RONDO program SRI has been actively
engaged in
laboratory
studies
of electromagnetic
scattering
from turbulent
jets.
This work has been largely
successful
in the development
of a model
and computer codes for calculating
the scatter
from turbulent
plnsmas.2’-32
The laboratory-developed
scnttering
model has been applied
with considcrnblc
success to reentry-wake
scattering.
The RONDO program involved
the measurement of reentry
wakes
a polystntic
geometry
(Lwo receiving
sites
each widely
scxpnrntcd
the lrnnsmittcr)
at 1.3 and 5.1 Gliz.
The equipment was specified
SRI and a test plan was written
that was followed
by field-site
under the employ of another
contractor.
All of the digital
data
rccordrd
in the f icld were reduced nnd analyzed
by SRI personnel
Menlo Pnrk. California.
The entire
ROKDO program wns under the
direction
ol’ SRI.
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SCOPE

involve
phenomena essocThe tech3xical
ereas 02 concern to this subcozaiztee
iated ~5th the exhzusts fzoz rocket znd rajet
tissile
ad sp2ce >?rc.~~lsion sys2rczs;
These phenomena czn be divided
into three t2chzicel
teiils 2zd gun systms.
plme
flow fields,
plEe
r&ietion,
and 6 bro2d 2rea incorporztiq
other piz-e efcects.
The plme flow field
describe
the thenzodynaic,

the physL cai ~>enoizcnology
cIjenfc21 zl?d physLc2l state

2re.z .encoqases
~2s d-&c,

required
to
cf the plume.

Plate radiation
26lresces
the physic21 processes
2ssocFated xith the ezLsslon,
of electroE,";letic
rzdieticn
frcn exhast
scettering,
2bsorotior!
ad xflectace
phxs
coverkg
t<e spe:tra
fro3 the altraviolet
2x? visible
through the infrared
2nd rZcrow2ve
regioss.
?il.ize effects
kclude
the
iatersction
of plwxs
~5th externei
structures
lead ta the k~position
of thezz21,
che&cal
ad mech2cic21 stresses,
2a3 the
z.z&xetic
ixterf2rence
effects
k-kich de'grEde EcZlace
zd sexor
systez.

t:hic!l
ele'ctzc-

,
L.

I;.
*

C.

sd neiatzin
conputcr
progr~s
for co-~~~x use by
Stand2rdize,
qdzte
zd tidzctry
in order to describe
plmes
-md their
interzcticn
govement
effects
in .z cost effective
z.mer.

D.

Define nonezcl2ti;re,
defiCtions,
Eethcds ia order to pronet& the

E.

Proncte
tecizic21
ad
.md reviews,

F.

DisseLinete
'workshops

ad

me.zsmF-ept
tec3iZqucc
ad x1alytic21
edoptioa
~5 sta,21-C;
2
prectices.

izfom2tion,
exchenge
s~,ec?ld pablic2tion.s.

ixfc-- -,&ion
t2ckical

to the cscr
neetiqs.
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of the TSG 2nd the panel chcixzen
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The TSG hes defizled a r.mber of tasks for the purpose of achieving
the
A.
gerersl
tectir;cal
objectives
of the Subccrzxittee.
iSth
the exception
cf 2iof
the
TSG,
t&se
ni;;isrrative
f~cticz;s
L-Xch ca be performed by thy m&bers
That is, they appe2r as part of the techr.icrl
izto
two
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tas!Ls
211
fell
and ii50 as part cf
qekies
az?/or agency orgsciz,zticns
prcgras
of inSviduel
*
Sunding
fcr
the
perforiri2nce
of
t'nese
tasks is proviclthe Subcodttee
plz.
tile
i&ivid*dii
zgen:ies
The
a
q,-hich
h2ve
interest
Fn
their
eccoqEs?xxct.
.by
tasks Were smerized
in a p2per 2t the 11th flme
Technology Xeeting
(S-10
.
F52y 19793 (See Attac?azt
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.
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Technology
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pLune Effects‘
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through the stmosphere if
For t-he c2se k-hen ccrrelaticz
plweletmospheric
ccrrelsticn
is tiport2nt.
is not important,
the trtlsmission
to the sensor is msde by utilizing
the
sttenu2tfon
codes developed by USPJGL (RI-T"&,
standardized
2tmosphcric
LOX-TRZ<) .
1?ith the development of these tT;o sZ2nd2rdized coSes.it
becozies
possible
to solve plme technolcgy e?plicEtion
problems utili-zfcg
a
Hence, ukiher
JfiXAP Ecccpted rode1 in eech of the technology 2re2s.
the technclo,v
qqlicaticn
be plume signe"c-ure, or plume interference,
codes rjill
be tvailzhle
to predict
these : effects.
stzndardize d preiiction
:
The stznd2rdiz2tion
5n whnt follo~:s.
Stznd2rdized

Pime

of these

Tao btsLc

C

.

-

~

2re2s h2s tsgur? and is descri'rc:
.

Flow Ficz:ld (S?F) ?rcGic

cover the Mach number reoge fro3 O-10. It will focus 03 exhaust plunes _
which contain particles
Chile also being able to handle purely ~,EEECPS
plumes.
It will corctain various &kg
models imluding
eddy visccsity
and turbulent
Enetic
energy.
cher?istrj
It will htve ncn-equilibrm
It will consider axial 2nd later21 pressure groiienta.
capebilities.
Ken-optin=
ezpecsion*uld shock w2ves ~511 be take3
into account.
The .
be included.
cgpability
to zdd a base flow region will
Multiple nozzle
2nd three-dimension21
flou effects ~511 not be considered.
The code will
be modular in form in order to facilitate
future changes in technology.
This progzm tjill be compctible tith the JZZ%P Improved Solid and Litluid
their output directly
2s iqut
Propelkit
Perform2rce Prcgr2m by utiliz+g
to this progzm.
Additionally,
the*output of SPF xi11 be ccqztibale vith
Xodel (SIFaI) Prcgzm.
the input of the Etzznd2rdized Infrared Radktion
is bekg -aged
by.tZ.kDCOH and develoPed by 12J.P (Aeroncuticzl
This piogiz
Resezrch

XssociateS

of

PiincetC2).‘-

This progrzrj wil 1 be 2pplic2ble to Eli
program since the flow field is E;? integrzl

pk2SeS
of the
ykce
part
C-Z 211 2ppliCethcs.

techmlcgy

This program is a three (3) ye&r progr2a which begzn in k.prLl 19X.
DCiiIlg
the
&eCGiid
y&X
year the model ~2s formulated.
Diring the first
the model xZ.11 be-coded. ,pxing the following
nine (9) ncnths, the
code-will
be.v2lid2ted
?gzinst eqerimentel
drta 2nd ckmonstr2te6 on e2cb
goverime;! t p2itZClpElt'k
cmputer systei2. During the r2zainLzg
three
(3) nontfrs, the cc& xilL be extensively dccumcnted.
Stand2rdized

.

Infr2re$

Peli2tFon

Pl'odel (Si?ZZ) Progrr;l
.
This model, z.nd itk.sta&ar&Lked
computer co;Le, will be capable of
I
predicting
the infr2red rediaticc
of.ttctic21
2nd stiat epic nissiies
below 70 kz altitude~cver-the
full,opectr21
rage from 1 'to *25bz. Both
liquid prcpulsion
(g2S'Oniy;_~h?~St)
2nd solid propulsion
(g2s/perticle
'exhzust) system trfll
be tre2ted,.,qd
v2rying
levels
of
zpproxkztions
.;
for treetant
of the Co~i~-g2S/prrticle
rad+-^'
,c~~v2 tracsfer processes
dll
be included, couzensurcte \%th the level of engin~er~.g-apprc~~~atic~
required to solve
a given
prok&ea.
V2riable vi2zing geometries 2nd lines
of sight will be included, 2s ~~11 as the cap2bility
to h2ndle missile
In genexl,
2 b2nd-model 2ppro2ch‘is used for g2ses in
obscur2tion.
retaining
edeqiiete 2cccracFes.
order to mini&e
computer run times I*Iczle
*
A line by line spectral c2pability
till
be included in or&r to hxdie
, those diatmic
gases cot aenable to band-nodel'solutiozs.
The code
will be nodulerly structured so th2t coqonent parts c2n be easily
czinteined
2nd upgraded 2s needed. In the case xhere plume/2tncspheric
. correlaticn
is 'r"portEnt,
the code oil1 be cqable of treztlzg
the
It will be user-oriented
with v2rious opticzs
coupled radiation
tia;lsfe?.
to allov
for solutions r?ging fioa quick and approximte
to rare detail-‘
t?d to eccozodste both ez?ericnced (plme phenorenoed ttie-cohsmi.&
logist)
2nd uxxperienced
(system designer cr 2n2lyst) users.
P!:e code
input will be ccqktible
kit> the ccts>\;t fron thz SrznZzrdizG Plce
Floufield
(SPT) code, and its cxtput will be ccrpatrjle
&%th the iziustry
A-c Ir--rrstendard $Z GeopSysics Lab's Lox-Przn/Ei-Tr2n
ktncspheric o--rc-qecgon'
codes.
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This pr@grs.m which began i,n September 1975 will
be a ?O month cffo?:
by'fhoton
Research Inc. end Groan.
Technical
proposal
evaluetions
were conducted during June-July
by a Tri-Service
evaluntion
tern..
The
prcgra
is being mer;eged by the Air Force Rocket Propulsion
Labcrstcry
d
is divided
into two phases.
During Ph=..
-cc i the contractor
will
fonzul a
ez;~;hes%s
on the
and demonstrate
the overall
methodology,
with particular
treatment
of gesjparticle
redi&iive
techniques.
During Phase II the aodel
will
be ceded, validated
against
experbental
data,
demonstrated
on the
various
govermer,t
participant's
computer systcxs and documented.
A techn?
workshop ~zill be held neer the ccrpletior?
cf the effort
to daonsiiaie
the code's cepebilfties
and to deliver
copies to the user commrtriity.

3.

Exhaust

Plume Technology

Handbooks:

This is za on-going task of this subcomfttee
2nd
is
being
011 a chapter by chapter basis proceeding
fro= Plme Flow Fields
Eqerimentel
Xeesurements.
The status of the hand'sook chapters
Chapter
Cnapter
Chapter
Ciiepter
Chqier
C5aptei
Cha"Ler
r'L

.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7*

develcped
to
is:

ktroduction,
to be done
Gas D~7xmic Flow Kcdels, Kay 1975
flue
Radiation,
in final
review
Plume-ElectronaEnetfc
Interactions,
April
1977
Ease Flw-, iin progress
Pluze Impirgewaiit
end Cont.ez,inetion,
to Se done
?Lune l55as2seneni ~~clziques~
to be dcae

,

vhLch is 2 primary
The he&book is 2 iocse leaf style F=blicarFoz
transfer
to gOVEKiGei?t-iiidUSiKy
personnel
dl0
method of tec'bzoiogy
a
Typical
applicaticns
incli-~2'
utilize
this techr?olo~y in their
bcsizlesses.
surfzct
the effects
of pl*wze impir?gement cc rocket 1x;ncher.s and spacecraft
coiving
hacdhook
r.?hich
design of an IR sensor, etc.
This is a problez?
conteins
three levels
of complexity
going from hand calculations
to
conp7-e::
iCittiZr!
t0
St2sd
alor;e
Vilth
This
lEndbock
is
. COzpuiEZ
code
soluiFons.
.
Effoy*CO EE eX>EiZl?d
2 mxi’
?;:-? of references
being required
fcr its use.
on the handbook during the r;ext year xi11 ccnsist
of the ccnpietion
of t?:e'
writing
on Chapter 5 2x16 the final
review and publicericn
on Chapter 3.
The completion
of Chapter 3 hes IEgged the pleized
schedule.
In
order to ccnply rrith revisions
requEsteZ by TSG reviebzrs,
small
contracts
q?ere arzzrded to Aer0dyr.e Kesczch,
Inc. ezld EEXTZCY, Inc. in
These cor?tracts are scheduled to be ccqleted
in late September
FY 1979.
. 1979.
The Lzroved
technology
resulting
codes (see Section 17-A) vi11 require
2 and 3 sometime after
the beginzing

c.

Iri-Senice

IR/tY,

Tactical

frcn ihe ix0
thet additions
of U 1SSl.

Plissile

Program

stan&rdizeZ
~lu32~
be made to Chepters

f1.e-n.

,

.

D.

‘.e

&i-Service

Snake Tisibility

Prcgra

Pled.

This plm,
presented
in atteciment
2, v2s prepared
in respos;se to
the Executive
Comittee's
direction.
The Visible
Sigxture
Panel hzs
been fomed to coordimte
the Individual
senTice Ectivities
zccl TriService
sponsored efforts
cited in the plen zs ccxtrrbuting
to the
.
overall
gosl of developing
standxd
Zefiniticns
znd mxsurezent
techdques
for missile
exheust smzke.
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